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Chapter 17 - A Seductive Scent -  

C17 A Seductive Scent 

When Qii Zhan came over, he couldn't help but clap with his hands, "Director Zhan, isn't 
your acting a little too much?" 

Even the audience almost forgot that Hsu Yan was Zhan Shishen's wife. 

"Really?" Zhan Shishen threw away the bank card in his hand and put away Childe 
Xianyu's smile. 

"No?" Qii Zhan caught the bank card. You bought a hospital without even blinking, and 
you still don't care? 

"You specially came to say some nonsense?" Zhan Shishen returned to the car and 
turned on the program on the screen. He then busied himself with the work at hand. He 
would become the strongest hacker at any time. 

Qii Zhan lowered his voice and said, "Boss, it is not safe for a woman who knows how 
to use incense to stay by your side. Ever since your marriage, the forces in the dark 
have started to stir. If she really is Second Uncle's spy, what do you plan to do?" 

"It's just some non-poisonous incense powder. It will only make people powerless for 
the time being. It won't prove anything." 

As Zhan Shishen spoke, he reached into his pocket and took out some powder from his 
slender fingers. The man's tone became cold and stern. 

When the two of them were together, Hsu Yan smartly put the powder in his pocket. 
The powder would automatically melt and absorb if he did not discover it. 

The little woman had been hurt before and was very alert. But how could she deceive 
Zhan Shishen's eyes? 

Qii Zhan blushed with shame. The medicine was already on him, but Zhan Shishen was 
still defending her? 

He said seriously, "Boss, there is one more thing. When the chairman's wife heard that 
you have successfully married, she was very happy. She has already booked a plane 
from Los Angeles to come and see her darling daughter-in-law..." 

Zhan Shishen's eyes suddenly became deep, "Got it!" 



In the ward, Hsu Yan found an uninvited guest. 

"Are you really my grandson's daughter? It doesn't look like it when you touch it. You 
are too ugly. My granddaughter is much more beautiful than you!" 

The grandmother on the bed had already woken up. Beside her was Ning Ya, who was 
beautifully dressed. There were also many nutritional products on the floor. 

"Grandma, you are forgetful again. I am your grandson's daughter's best friend, Ya Ya. I 
am here to see you! " 

Ning Ya held back her temper and peeled the apple. She pretended to be harmless a 
few years ago. 

"Pui! Where did the smell come from? My Yan doesn't have any friends who are 
flirtatious. You must be a fox charm!" 

The old man with a bad eyesight suddenly threw away the apple that was handed over 
shrewdly. 

Ning Ya was so angry that she almost revealed her true colors. 

Hsu Yan immediately went forward, "Who allowed her to come in?" 

"Grandma, are you alright?" 

She held the old man's hand tightly. Back then, she had mixed the fragrance powder to 
relieve her mother's pain. It had a significant effect. 

It was a pity that her mother had suddenly fallen ill. She did not have the time to 
mediate the powder that could prolong her life! She had always been suspicious of her 
mother's death. She had also put in more effort to develop the medicine powder. Until 
now, she was still short of a few rare medicinal herbs. 

This time, she absolutely had to protect her grandmother, the only family in the world 
that loved her. 

"Aiya, this is my beautiful grandson and daughter. Good Yan, quickly let your 
grandmother hug you!" 

When the old man touched Hsu Yan, he immediately became energetic and energetic. 

Back then, Grandma's family was a well-known medical family, and they helped Hsu 
Yunshan start from scratch. Without the power of his mother's family, Hsu Yunshan 
would not have been able to achieve what he had today. 



Hsu Yan looked at Ning Ya unceremoniously, "Throw out this person's things. You are 
not allowed to let her step in in the future!" 

"That's right. Throw them out. I don't eat vixens' things!" Grandma also echoed. 

Ning Ya suddenly wiped away her tears in sadness. "Yan, we are family. Why do you 
make it so ugly? I already know my mistake... This withdrawal of 100 million from Zhan 
family is not a joke, your father is already so anxious that he fainted. I came here to 
sincerely apologize. " 

" Yan, the weasel did not have good intentions in paying his respects to the chicken. 
Ignore her. " 

Hsu Yan smiled coldly without wavering, "Ning Ya, it is not impossible for you to ask for 
my forgiveness, but I have a condition." 

Ning Ya asked expectantly, "What?" 

"Every day when you come to the Zhan family, kowtow three times to my mother's 
memorial tablet!" 

"Wh, what?" 

 


